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   Advantages of Atlaz Security

Atlaz operate on decentralized blockchain technology, reducing the risk 
of a single point of failure.Transactions are recorded on a distributed ledger, 
making it difficult for a single entity to control or manipulate the system.

   Ownership and Control Atlaz token

Users have direct ownership and control over their Atlaz holdings.
Private keys, if properly secured, provide control over the associated funds.

   Consumer Protection

Atlaz efforts may focus on protecting consumers by ensuring fair practices
and transparency in cryptocurrency transactions

  

   Is Atlaz is secure?

Atlaz operate on decentralized blockchain technology Solana, reducing the risk 
of a single point of failure.

   Can Atlaz be regulated?

It's important to note that the regulatory landscape is continually evolving, and
changes in laws and regulations can significantly impact the use and acceptance
of Atlaz. Individuals and businesses involved in cryptocurrency activities should
stay informed about the regulatory environment in their respective jurisdictions
and adapt to any changes or developments.

   What about Atlaz and taxes?

Taxation of Atlaz transactions varies by country. Some countries tax capital
gains on Atlaz, while others may not have specific regulations in place.
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Name 
Symbol 
Total Supply
Blockchain

TOKENOMICS

: ATLAZ
: Aaz
: 15.000 Aaz
: Solana

TAXES
0/0

Total Supply
15.000 Aaz

MINT & FREEZE

REVOKED

TOKEN ALLOCATIONS

1%AIRDRO
P

30%
LIQUIDITY

40%
PRESALE SALE

14%
CEX LISTING

15%
DEV TEAM LOCK

1 YEARS

40%
Presale Sale
30%
DEX Liquid
14%
CEX Listing
15%
DEV Team Lock 1 Years
1% 
AIRDROP
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Concept Generation & Team
Assemble

Q1
2024

Q2
2024

Market Research, Identify potential
Challenges

Q3
2024

Decide on the consensus mechanism
and network architecture

Q4
2024

develop and audit smart contracts
and staking for project & including
token contracts

Q5
2025

estabilish partnerships with staking
projects, businesses, or financial
institutions in the crypto

ROADMAP
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Website : https://atlaz.id/

Twitter : https://twitter.com/AtlazDeFi

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/AtlazDeFi

Telegram Group Chat: https://t.me/AtlazGlobal

Medium: https://medium.com/@AtlazDeFi

Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/@AtlazDeFi

ATLAZ  OFFICIAL

FIND US
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